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Economics and the Historian 1996-04-03 these essays provide a thorough introduction to economics for historians the authors all eminent scholars show how to use economic
thinking economic models and economic methods to enrich historical research they examine such vital issues as long term trends institutions labor including an engaging dialogue
between a labor historian and a labor economist international affairs and money and banking scholars and teachers of history will welcome this volume as an introduction and
guide to economics a springboard for their own research and a lively and provocative source of collateral reading for students at every level the combined research experience of
these authors encompasses many varieties of economics and covers a kaleidoscopic array of nations subjects and time periods all are expert in presenting the insights and
complexities of economics to nonspecialist audiences
Joseph A. Schumpeter: Historian of Economics 1996-07-04 joseph a schumpeter was one of the great economists of the twentieth century his history of economic analsyis is
perhaps the greatest contribution to the history of economics providing a magisterial account of the development of the subject from ancient greece to the mid twentieth century
schumpeter s views on his predecessors have proved to be a constant source of controversy here individual chapters examine such disparate questions as schumpeter s apparent
disregard for the american institutionalists his grudging respect for adam smith the perspicacity of his views of quesnay and his preference for walras over pareto four chapters are
devoted to the early medieval schools neglected in all of his writings schumpeter s magnum opus is related to the rest of his economic output especially his views on money and
on methodology with contributions by leading historians of economics from six countries this volume analyses schumpeter s contribution to the history of economics considers its
lasting significance and uses it as a benchmark to assess the current state of the field
Historians of Economics and Economic Thought 2001-08-16 the history of economic thought has always attracted some of the brightest minds in the discipline these chroniclers of
development have helped form our current views and it is no surprise that many among them have been at the forefront of new movements in the history of ideas this notable
collection summarizes the work of these key historians of
Historians, Economists, and Economic History (Routledge Revivals) 2010-11-30 first published in 1989 alon kadish s study re examines the standard view held by historians of
economic thought whereby economic history emerged from the historicist criticism of neoclassical economic theory he also demonstrates how the discipline evolved as an
extension of the study of history the study will appeal to students and scholars in historiography the development of higher education and in the history if economic thought in
general as well as all those interested in the evolution of oxford and cambridge
A Contemporary Historiography of Economics 2018-09-13 in recent years the focus of historians of economic thought has changed to also include the ideas and practices of
contemporary economists this has opened up new questions regarding the utilization of sources choice of method narrative styles and ethical issues as well as a new awareness of
the historian s place role and task this book brings together leading contributors to provide for the first time a methodological overview of the historiography of economics
emphasising the quality of the scholarship of recent decades the book seeks to provide research tools for future historians of economic thought as well as to any historians of social
science with an interest in historiographic issues
History and Historians of Political Economy 2003-10-31 written over fifty years ago history and historians of political economy is now being published for the first time john
maynard keynes after reading the manuscript called stark â one of the most learned men on these matters that i have ever come across â its publication is an important event in



the study of the history of social ideas particularly economic ideas werner stark s most significant contribution to scholarship is his extensive work in the sociology of knowledge
in this volume he reveals his parallel analysis of the history of economic thought highlighting the paramount influence of social and historical factors the themes of stark s work
are extraordinarily contemporary he discusses economic historiography and the rational reconstruction method issues that continue to be debated today history and historians of
political economy is divided into two parts the first section explains the beginnings of the history of economic thought as well as the theoretical and historical approaches towards
the subject the second section examines the relationship between phenomena and the explanation of phenomena theory stark illuminates the insights and limitations of the
various approaches of study to the history of economic thought by analyzing the works of eugen dÃ¼hring wilhelm roscher karl marx joseph schumpeter and many other
prominent scholars history and historians of political economy is of significant value to the studies of economics and sociology stark s book raises a number of critical questions how
should past theories be understood and explained what is the relationship between ideas and events do economic theories reflect universal truths or relative ones these issues are
as unsettled today as when originally presented history and historians of political economy is an essential addition to the libraries of economists political theorists sociologists and
historians of ideas
History Matters 2001 combining theoretical work with careful historical description and analysis of new data sources history matters makes a strong case for a more historical
approach to economics both by argument and by example seventeen original essays written by distinguished economists and economic historians use economic theory and
historical cases to explore how and why history matters the chapters which range in subject matter from the economic theory of irreversible investment to the nineteenth
century decline in u s rural fertility to the english poor law reform are unified by three themes the first explores the significance causes and consequences of path dependence in
the evolution of technology and institutions the second relates to the ways in which economic and political behavior are profoundly shaped and constrained by the cultural and
political context inherited from history at a particular point in time the final theme demonstrates the importance of integrating economic theory into historical research in the
gathering and interpretation of data
Historians of Economics and Economic Thought 2001 hodgson calls into question the tendency of economic method to explain all economic phenomena using the same catch all
theories he argues that you need different theories and that historical contexts must be taken into account
How Economics Forgot History 1992 on the history of economic thought is introduced by an essay in intellectual autobiography outlining the development of coats key ideas and
the distinctive elements of his approach two themes in particular emerge the first is the difference between british and american economics both in content and in the practice of
the profession this is an important element in all areas of his research the second theme is in the interrelationships between economic ideas events or conditions and policy issues
the book concludes by offering an assessment of the current state of the discipline indicating the advantages an historian of economics can offer as a commentator on recent
developments
On the History of Economic Thought 2015-08-11 how scientific is economics this question has often been framed by analogies and correspondences made between economics and
other seemingly more well established scientific disciplines starting with classical mechanics at the same time economics is likely to be seen in opposition to or in contrast with
history where the reliance upon generalizing rules thought experiments and model construction in economics is set against the amassing of particular facts intended to create



narratives in history in this new volume turk explores the relationship between economics and history including the often fraught one between economics and economic history
making the case that economics does in fact require the proper grounding in history that has so often been ignored this work challenges the attempt to link economics with other
more clearly scientific disciplines as flawed and fundamentally wrongheaded a key element of this book is its examination of the gaps and associations that exist in or are seen
through linkages with thermodynamics classical mechanics biology literature mathematics philosophy and sociology this exploration is frequently undertaken through study of
the work of one or more major figures in the history of economic thought ranging from quesnay and smith through walras and max weber to robinson krugman david and arthur
through the possibility of an alternative to the gaps noted in each such comparison the underlying necessary connection between economics and history can be brought out the
book concludes by exploring the basis for the positive construction of a historical economics this book is suited for those who study history of economic thought and philosophy of
economics
The Idea of History in Constructing Economics 1991 this volume focuses on the importance of the history of economic thought as an intellectual discipline it counters the
arguments of some contemporary economists who describe it as studying the mistakes of the past however all the great economists smith ricardo marx marshall keynes and even
milton friedman have drawn on the history of economics to find an appropriate pedigree for their own theoretical innovations this important volume contains high quality articles
written from different perspectives demonstrating the importance of the history of economic thought
The Historiography of Economics 1998 this volume demonstrates the variety and creativity of american economics and the links between american economic thought and its non
european context it contains selected papers from the 1996 history of economics society conference
The Economic Mind in America 2013 the aim of the handbook of modern economic history will be to introduce readers to the key approaches and findings of economic historians
who study the modern world modern economic history blends two approaches cliometrics which focuses on measuring economic variables and explicitly testing theories about
the historical performance and development of the economy as exemplified by the approach of robert fogel and the new institutional economics which focuses on how social
cultural legal and organizational norms and rules shape
Routledge Handbook of Modern Economic History 1969 this volume offers a snapshot of the resurgent historiography of political economy in the wake of the ongoing global
financial crisis and suggests fruitful new agendas for research on the political economic nexus as it has developed in the western world since the end of the middle ages new
perspectives on the history of political economy brings together a select group of young and established scholars from a wide variety of disciplinary backgrounds history
economics law and political science in an effort to begin a re conceptualization of the origins and history of political economy through a variety of still largely distinct but
complementary historical approaches legal and intellectual literary and philosophical political and economic and from a variety of related perspectives debt and state finance tariffs
and tax policy the encouragement and discouragement of trade merchant communities and companies smuggling and illicit trades mercantile and colonial systems economic
cultures and the history of economic doctrines more narrowly construed the first decade of the twenty first century bookended by 9 11 and a global financial crisis witnessed the
clamorous and urgent return of both the political and the economic to historiographical debates it is becoming more important than ever to rethink the historical role of politics and
indeed of government in business economic production distribution and exchange the artefacts of pre modern and modern political economy from the fourteenth through the



twentieth centuries remain monuments of perennial importance for understanding how human beings grappled with and overcame material hardship organized their political
and economic communities won great wealth and lost it conquered and were conquered the present volume assembling some of the brightest lights in the field eloquently
testifies to the rich and powerful lessons to be had from such a historical understanding of political economy and of power in an economic age
Economic History and the Historian 1986 without economic history economics runs the risk of being too abstract or parochial of failing to notice precedents trends and cycles of
overlooking the long run and thus misunderstanding how we got here recent financial and economic crises illustrate spectacularly how the economics profession has not learnt
from its past this important and unique book addresses this problem by demonstrating the power of historical thinking in economic research concise chapters guide economics
lecturers and their students through the field of economic history demonstrating the use of historical thinking in economic research and advising them on how they can actively
engage with economic history in their teaching and learning blum and colvin bring together important voices in the field to show readers how they can use their existing
economics training to explore different facets of economic history each chapter introduces a question or topic historical context or research method and explores how they can be
used in economics scholarship and pedagogy in a century characterised to date by economic uncertainty bubbles and crashes an economist s guide to economic history is essential
reading for further information visit blumandcolvin org
Economic History and the History of Economics 2004-12-01 in simple elegant language hughes and cain walk students through four centuries of political social and economic
history with a focus on laws and institutions and an emphasis on current economic topics that reflects the latest scholarship rich in both quantitative techniques and economic
theory american economic history demonstrates how an understanding of our past can illuminate economic issues that face society today and in the future
����������� 2018-03-05 this collection explores emerging areas in the history of economics and provides a valuable insight into contemporary research in the field the
papers focus on four areas science and economics authors investigate how science is perceived and how its history is related details early history of probability and examine
cyberpunk a science fiction genre that draws heavily on modern economic ideas david ricardo s contribution to international trade theory texts by david ricardo are re examined
to provide a framework for a more consistent and coherent interpretation of ricardo and to demonstrate how history of economic thought approaches can be applied to the
treatment of current theory and policy concerns the contributions of individual economists including joseph a schumpeter werner sombart and john maynard keynes and a
comparison of hicks and lindahl s views on monetary stability economics and events before adam smith an investigation into english policies toward ireland at the time of
cromwell s occupation is followed by explorations of the ideas of vincent de gourney and debates in french economic journals in the period 1750 1770
New Perspectives on the History of Political Economy 2018-12-18 a history of economics from the 5th century bc up to the present day this concentrates on the economists of the
past such as adam smith paveto and marx and discusses the economic developments mercantilism the industrial revolution the rise of the working class which gave lead to their
ideas
An Economist’s Guide to Economic History 2007 the handbook of major events in economic history aims to introduce readers to the important macroeconomic events of the past
two hundred years the chapters endeavour to explain what went on and why during the most significant economic epochs of the nineteenth twentieth and early twenty first
centuries and how where we are today fits in this historical timeline its short chapters reflect the most up to date research and are written by well known economists who are



authorities on their subjects the handbook of major events in economic history was written with the intent of presenting the professional consensus in explaining the economics
driving these historical events
American Economic History 1997 this book the second of two volumes looks at episodes in american economic history from a public choice perspective each chapter discusses
citizens special interests and government officials responding to economic incentives in both markets and politics in doing so the book provides fresh insights into important
periods of american history from the first nationalist movement of 1783 to the perpetual renewal of the federal reserve in 1927 this volume features the work of prominent
economic historians such as hugh rockoff well known public choice scholars such as joshua hall and j r clark and younger scholars such as marcus witcher and zachary gocenour
this book will be useful for researchers and students interested in economics history political science economic history public choice and political economy
The State of the History of Economics 1989 an upper level text history of economic thought continues to offer a lively accessible discussion of ideas that have shaped modern
economics the fourth edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect recent scholarship and research as well as a more pointed focus on modern economic thought the text remains
a highly understandable and opinionated but fair presentation of the history of economic thought
A History of Economics 2013-02-11 this book brings together a group of leading economic historians to examine how institutions innovation and industrialization have determined
the development of nations presented in honor of joel mokyr arguably the preeminent economic historian of his generation these wide ranging essays address a host of core
economic questions what are the origins of markets how do governments shape our economic fortunes what role has entrepreneurship played in the rise and success of capitalism
tackling these and other issues the book looks at coercion and exchange in the markets of twelfth century china sovereign debt in the age of philip ii of spain the regulation of
child labor in nineteenth century europe meat provisioning in pre civil war new york aircraft manufacturing before world war i and more the book also features an essay that
surveys mokyr s important contributions to the field of economic history and an essay by mokyr himself on the origins of the industrial revolution in addition to the editors the
contributors are gergely baics hoyt bleakley fabio braggion joyce burnette louis cain mauricio drelichman narly dwarkasing joseph ferrie noel johnson eric jones mark koyama ralf
meisenzahl peter meyer joel mokyr lyndon moore cormac Ó gráda rick szostak carolyn tuttle karine van der beek hans joachim voth and simone wegge
Routledge Handbook of Major Events in Economic History 1983 short essays about the 250 most significant developments in economic history accessible and beautifully illustrated
booklist from the philosophical dialogues of ancient greece and the moral contemplations of medieval europe to deregulation and cryptocurrency the economics book presents 250
milestones in the science of the production sale and purchase of goods and services these concise engaging informative essays examine the full gamut of subjects revealing both the
entertaining stories and the world changing developments in the field shedding thoughtful light on the field s significant subdisciplines including mercantilism the
enlightenment communism econometrics keynesianism macroeconomics game theory cliometrics market design theory and the keynesian resurgence that emerged in the wake
of the great recession this vibrant colorfully illustrated collection will captivate you with a bird s eye view of the development of the world s markets what has shaped and
affected them and what drives them today
A History of Economic Theory and Method 1929 this book is essentially an exercise in methodology addressed to economists and economic historians alike too many economists
discover a relationship or a uniformity in economic behavior develop a model and use it to explain more than it is capable of including on occasion all economic behavior in



economic laws and economic history charles kindleberger makes a powerful case against the idea that any one model or law could be used to unlock the basic secrets of economic
history
The Study of Economic History 2018-10-12 how are economists and historians to explain what happened in history what statistical inferences can be drawn from historical data the
authors believe that explanation in history can be identified with the problems of prediction in a probabilistic universe using this approach the historian can act upon his a priori
information and his judgment of what is unique and particular in each past event even with data hitherto considered to be intractable for statistical treatment in essence the book
is an argument for and a demonstration of the point of view that the restricted approach of measurement without theory is not necessary in history or at least not necessary in
economic history after two chapters of theoretical introduction the authors explore the meanings and implications of evidence explanation and proof in history by applying
econometric methods to the analysis of three major problems in 19th century economic history the profitability of slavery in the antebellum south income growth and
development in the united states during the 1800 s and the great depression in the british economy also included is a postscript on growth reassessing some current arguments in
the light of the findings of these papers the book presents an original and provocative approach to historical problems that have long plagued economists and historians and
provides the reader with a new approach to these and similar questions alfred h conrad is professor of business administration at harvard university much of conrad s work has
appeared in professional journals john r meyer is james w harpel professor of capital formation and economic growth emeritus at harvard university meyer s books include the
investment decision and economics of competition in the transportation industry he has served as a board member and economic advisor for various businesses
Public Choice Analyses of American Economic History 1898 this book describes the history of economic thought focusing on the development of economic theory from adam
smith s wealth of nations to the late twentieth century the text concentrates on the most important figures in the history of the economics the book examines how important
economists have reflected on the sometimes conflicting goals of efficient resource use and socially acceptable income distribution book cover
Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law 1989 although otto neurath left his mark across an array of fields in the first half of the twentieth century he was trained as an
economist and wrote extensively about economics he questioned the philosophical foundations of economic concepts the fuzziness of economic terminology the unwarranted
reduction of economic theorizing to matters of price and the misplaced reliance upon certain quantitative approaches this book intends to find a place for otto neurath in the
history of economic thought by examining and analyzing his economic ideas both on their own terms albeit with a critical perspective and in the broader context of their impact
neurath may be seen as a pioneer in posing ideas and approaches now considered heterodox this book will be of interest to students and researchers of the history of economic
thought and especially those interested in the evolution of heterodox economics in the twentieth century
Perspectives on the History of Economic Thought 2002 luigi einaudi 1874 1961 was a leading liberal economist economic historian and political figure this book provides the
english speaking world with a first critical edition of einaudi s hitherto unpublished rewriting of one of his most unique and thoughtful essays the relevance of this essay is crucial
from several perspectives history and methodology of economic thought role of economics and its relation to other disciplines and to social values role of economists in the public
sphere while also encompassing the discourse on man and the economist as a whole man the critical edition of on abstract and historical hypotheses and on value judgments in
economic sciences includes a comprehensive introduction and afterword an extensive reappraisal of this newly discovered essay will help to cast light on einaudi s uniqueness and



originality within and beyond the italian tradition in public finance thereby also illuminating his attempt to provide an epistemological account of his long lasting enquiry into the
causes of good and bad polities this book is of great interest to those who study economic theory and philosophy as well as history of economic thought public economics and legal
and political philosophy
History of Economic Thought 1986-01-01 recently students and scholars have expressed dissatisfaction with the current state of economics and have called for the reintroduction of
historical perspectives into economic thinking supporting the idea that fruitful lessons can be drawn from the work of past economists this volume brings together an international
cross section of leading economists and historians of economic thought to reflect on the crucial role that money crises and finance play in the economy the book draws on the work
of economists throughout history to consider afresh themes such as financial and real explanations of economic crises the role of central banks and the design of macroeconomic
policies these themes are all central to the work of maria cristina marcuzzo and the contributions both reflect on and further her research agenda this book will be of interest to
researchers in the history of economic thought and those who wish to gain a deeper understanding of the variety and diversity in approaches to economic ideas throughout
history
Economic History and the Modern Economist 2015-01-04 this volume features a symposium celebrating the centenary of the influential economist and historian of economic
thought robert heilbroner the volume also features original general research contributions as well as a new discovery of material from the archives of richard a musgrave
Institutions, Innovation, and Industrialization 2019-11-15
The Economics Book 1990-05-24
Economic Laws and Economic History 2007
The Economics of Slavery 2011-01-17
Economics Evolving 1989
Perspectives on the History of Economic Thought: Twentieth-Century economic thought 2018-05-11
Otto Neurath and the History of Economics 2016-11-03
On Abstract and Historical Hypotheses and on Value Judgments in Economic Sciences 2018-09-03
Money, Finance and Crises in Economic History 2019-10-15
Including a Symposium on Robert Heilbroner at 100
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